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Abstract: When installing offshore wind farms (OWFs) adjacent to the coast, one needs to consider the
combined effects of the wind wakes caused by the OWFs and natural horizontal coastal wind speed
gradients (HCWSGs). This study exploits the full Sentinel 1A/B and Envisat archive of synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) imagery covering the northern European seas. More than 8700 SAR scenes fit
well with our selection criteria and are processed as wind maps for the height 10 m above the sea
surface. For eight selected wind farm sites, we systematically compare the wind flow variation before
and after wind farm commissioning. Before the commissioning, we observe wind speed gradients up
to ±4% for onshore and offshore winds. After the commissioning, we detect a 2–10% reduction in
the mean wind speed downstream of the turbines after taking into account the background wind
speed gradients. These velocity deficits are proportional to the OWF capacity. Our findings indicate
that wind speed maps retrieved from SAR can be used to quantify the complex interactions between
natural HCWSGs and turbine-induced effects on the mean wind climate. Ultimately, this can be used
in connection with farm planning in coastal waters.

Keywords: remote sensing; SAR; offshore wind farms; geophysical model functions; wind wakes;
horizontal coastal wind speed gradients; transect and grid analysis

1. Introduction

Offshore wind energy applications require wind data with a high level of accuracy.
Today, the majority of offshore wind farms (OWFs) are being built in the coastal regions
due to the shallow waters [1] and to avoid high costs of construction and subsea cables.
According to Wind Europe, Europe will double the rate of offshore installations over the
next five years [2], bringing the OWFs closer to each other. The northern European seas
already have a high density of OWFs, typically organized in large clusters. Most of the
current global offshore installations are located within this area.

Satellite-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is the only side-looking sensor, with
onboard polar-orbiting active microwave devices, that can visualize the fine spatial details
in wind speed variations and flow in the coastal regions [3–9]. Furthermore, the temporal
resolution has significantly improved due to the increased number of SAR missions and the
improved wide-swath design of SAR sensors. SAR observations can be used to generate
high-resolution wind fields over oceans and coastal areas. Satellite-borne SAR systems
measure the centimeter-scale waves related to the Bragg scattering mechanism [10] in
almost all weather conditions, night and day, regardless of the cloud cover. These ripples
are assumed to be in equilibrium with the wind stress, proportional to the scale of the
radar wavelength, and they react quickly to the air–sea interaction. SAR systems observe
and record portions of these waves based on the amplitude of the backscattered signals
to form images of a normalized radar cross section (NRCS). The root mean square error
(RMSE) of the SAR wind speed with respect to reference data sets is typically found to
be less than 2 m/s, whereas the bias can vary greatly. Retrieved SAR wind speeds from
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different C-band sensors at different international waters have been compared with in situ
measurements [11,12], a scatterometer [13], light detection and ranging (LiDAR) [14], and
model winds [15]. Takeyama et al. [16] discussed the accuracies of GMFs for SAR wind
retrieval in Japanese coastal waters, with in situ observations from two validation sites,
and founded the smallest bias (2.03 to 1.67 m/s) and RMSE (−0.77 to −0.42 m/s) for the
C-band model CMOD5.N compared with the early C-band models (CMOD5, CMOD4, and
CMOD_IFR2).

Wind fields retrieved from SAR using geophysical model functions (GMFs) can be
used for offshore wind energy applications, including wind resource assessment [17–19],
analysis of horizontal coastal wind speed gradients (HCWSGs) [20], and wind farm wakes.
The advantages are (I) the availability of historical and current SAR observations, e.g., from
the European Space Agency (ESA), (II) fine spatial details of SAR imagery, (III) coverage of
several hundred kilometers per SAR acquisition, including coastal areas [21], and (IV) good
agreement of SAR winds with other meteorological data [22]. Hasager et al. [17] concluded
that the winds in the coastal zones have larger spatial gradients than the winds further
offshore and many other wind phenomena occur in coastal zones. These are not always
resolved in detail by in situ observations or numerical modeling.

Wind turbine wakes are the long horizontal streaks of reduced wind speeds and
enhanced turbulence intensities on the downstream side of OWFs. They can extend over
tens of kilometers [23]. The unsteady character of wind wakes and the complex multiscale
two-way interaction between OWFs and the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer make it
challenging to quantify the wind wakes [24]. The interaction of wakes of adjacent OWFs can
negatively affect the total energy production at a site. In coastal areas, where the majority
of OWFs are constructed, the interaction between natural HCWSGs and turbine-induced
wake effects are complex, making it challenging to identify their individual effects on the
wind climate at a given site. Previous studies have used SAR observations to study the
structure and spatial extent of wind farm wakes. Christiansen and Hasager [25] found a
decreased wind speed as the wind flowed through the offshore farms Horns Rev in the
North Sea and Nysted in the Baltic Sea. Ahsbahs et al. [26] found that velocity deficits at
the wind turbine hub height are 8% as per Doppler radar measurements and 4% as per
SAR wind retrieval.

Wake models can characterize wind wakes at different scales, ranging from the turbine
blade (airfoil scale) to the meteorological mesoscale and macroscale. Analytical wake
models, e.g., the Park model, are simple and involve low computational costs but are less
accurate. Such models are suitable for making simulations for thousands of cases, e.g., in
order to optimize the layout and control of wind farms. Compared to these, computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) models, such as large eddy simulations, are more accurate. However,
CFD models require a large number of computational resources. Porté-agel et al. [24]
summarized the recent experimental, computational, and theoretical research efforts in
wind-turbine and wind-farm flows. Barthelmie et al. [20] assessed the impact of wind
turbine wakes on power output for two large OWFs (Nysted and Horns Rev) using different
models. All models were able to capture the wake width to some degree, and some models
performed well at a wind speed of 10 m/s rather than 6 m/s in capturing the decrease of
the power output [27].

A considerable number of field experiments have been conducted to measure wind
wakes using LiDAR, a ground-based remote-sensing technology based on the Doppler-shift
principle. SpinnerLidar was used to collect high-resolution wind turbine wake measure-
ments [28], long-range pulsed Doppler wind LiDAR was used to quantify the reduction in
the wind speed at certain distances downstream from the rotor [29], and scanning LiDAR
wind measurements were used to study the three-dimensional structure of wind turbine
wakes [30]. Additionally, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) data from
wind turbines were used with LiDAR to investigate the performance of wind turbines
by coupling the effects of both wind turbine wakes and topography, for instance in [31].
In 2016 and 2017, the German research project Wind Park Far Field (WIPFF) performed
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the first aircraft measurements of the far wakes of wind farm clusters over the German
Bight and confirmed wind wake lengths of more than 10 km under stable atmospheric
conditions [32].

Ground-based remote sensing techniques are highly accurate compared with meteoro-
logical mast observations [33], making them suitable for wind profile mapping across the
rotor plane of large offshore wind turbines and for studying the structure of the atmospheric
boundary layer. However, their use is associated with some challenges: (I) the instruments
can be expensive, (II) the campaigns require many technical preparations, (III) shipping
and deployment of the equipment involve high expenditures and are time consuming, and
(IV) LiDAR systems can be negatively impacted in certain instances, such as during a fog
or low stratus [34].

The objective of this paper is to use the substantial archive of SAR observations from
the ESA to quantify the impact of OWFs on the wind flow in coastal seas. The novelty of
our work lies in the large number of wind farms and SAR scenes analyzed in a systematic
fashion and in the decomposition of turbine-induced wake effects and natural coastal
wind speed gradients. First, we retrieve 10 m wind fields from SAR observations of radar
backscatter. Next, we map the mean wind conditions before and after the commissioning
of OWFs and estimate the velocity deficits induced by wind turbines in operation. Finally,
we investigate the relationship between OWF size and the measured wind speed deficits
and convert it into wind power densities and losses. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes the materials, methods, and criteria used to select the OWFs in the study.
Section 3 illustrates the results of processing the selected OWFs. In Section 4, we discuss
the results and advantages of using SAR data for wind farm wake detection. We identify
future actions for further improvement of the work. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
2.1.1. Sentinel 1A/B Data

Sentinel 1A/B is a constellation of two different satellites, Sentinel-1A (2014–present)
and Sentinel-1B (2016–present), sharing the same orbital plane at a mean altitude of 693 km
with ascending overpasses around 6:15 and descending overpasses around 17:25 local time
over the northern European seas. Both satellites carry a single C-band SAR instrument
operating at a center frequency of 5.405 GHz. The constellation is in a near-polar, sun-
synchronous orbit with a 6-day repeat cycle. It provides dual polarization capability and
four different imaging modes. In this study, transmitted and received signal vertically (VV)
co-polarized images with extra-wide-swath mode are used.

2.1.2. Envisat Data

Envisat (2002–2012) carried an advanced SAR instrument. The satellite was in a near-
polar, sun-synchronous orbit, with a 35-day repeat cycle at a mean altitude of 799.8 km
with ascending overpasses around 09:58 and descending overpasses around 21:20 local
time over the northern European seas. It operated in five distinct measurement modes and
had the dual polarization capability for measurements. Similar to Sentinel 1A/B data, VV
co-polarized images with wide-swath mode are used here.

2.2. Study Area

The northern European seas have developed into a rich source of energy, including
wind power. The biggest operational OWFs in the world, some organized in clusters, are
situated here. We have set up the following criteria for the selection of the OWFs and
clusters to be investigated:

• The distance to neighboring OWFs and clusters is at least 20 km to avoid any distur-
bance of the upstream wind flow by other nearby OWFs.

• The selected OWFs consist of at least 80 turbines, which is the average number of
turbines for wind sites in northern European seas. For wind farm clusters, each OWF
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may have fewer turbines but the total for the cluster lives up to the criterion. We set
this threshold to limit our analysis to the largest OWFs currently in operation.

• The OWF is located at a water depth of at least 10–15 m to avoid the bathymetry effects
on the sea surface roughness and the SAR observations.

• The number of available SAR scenes over the OWF is at least 100 scenes for each wind
sector. This is necessary to achieve reliable estimates of the mean wind speed. Note
that the ratio of SAR scenes acquired after and before commissioning can be low for
the most recent OWF installations.

Table 1 gives information about the selected OWFs and clusters in terms of geographic
location (see Figure 1), commissioning time, number of turbines, capacity, and distance
to the shore. Table 2 illustrates the number of available SAR scenes matched with the
investigated periods for each OWF and cluster.
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Table 1. OWFs selected for this study and their characteristics. This information is taken from the
global offshore wind farm database (4coffshore.com accessed on 31 January 2022), Wikipedia, and
official websites of the companies owning these OWFs.

OWFs Country Center Area
(Longitude, Latitude) Commissioning Number of

Turbines
Capacity

(MW)
Approximate Distance
from the Shore (km)

Anholt Denmark 56◦36′00′ ′N 11◦12′36′ ′E September 2013 111 400 14–20

Horns Rev 2
Horns Rev 3 Denmark

55◦36′00′ ′N 7◦35′24′ ′E August 2019 91 209 30
55◦49′00′ ′N 7◦42′00′ ′E September 2009 49 407 29–44

Butendiek Germany 54◦354′00′ ′N 7◦45′00′ ′E August 2015 80 288 34

Amrumbank West
Nordsee Ost

Meerwind Süd/Ost
Germany

54◦30′00′ ′N 7◦48′00′ ′E December 2014 80 302 35
54◦26′00′ ′N 7◦41′00′ ′E May 2015 80 288 35
54◦23′00′ ′N 7◦42′00′ ′E October 2015 80 288 35

East Anglia One United Kingdom 52◦14′53′ ′N 2◦30′23′ ′E July 2020 102 714 45

4coffshore.com
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Table 1. Cont.

OWFs Country Center Area
(Longitude, Latitude) Commissioning Number of

Turbines
Capacity

(MW)
Approximate Distance
from the Shore (km)

Global Tech 1
Albatros
Hohe See

Germany
54◦30′00′ ′N 6◦21′30′ ′E September 2015 80 400 93
54◦29′1′ ′N 6◦15′8′ ′E January 2020 16 112 95

54◦26′00′ ′N 6◦19′00′ ′E November 2019 71 497 95

Greater Gabbard
Galloper United Kingdom 51◦52′48′ ′N 1◦56′24′ ′E April 2018 140 504 23

51◦52′48′ ′N 1◦56′24′ ′E April 2018 56 353 30

Hornsea Project One United Kingdom 53◦53′00′ ′N
1◦48′00′ ′E December 2019 174 1218 150

Table 2. Number of available SAR scenes before and after commissioning of each OWF and cluster.

OWF Before Commissioning
Envisat Sentinel 1A/B

After Commissioning
Sentinel 1A/1B

Anholt 1310 0 1371
Horns Rev cluster 268 0 364

Butendiek 1140 60 1189
Nordsee cluster 1020 2 547
East Anglia One 781 774 162

Global Tech cluster 1083 641 227
Greater Gabbard and Galloper 827 0 549

Hornsea Project One 832 572 173
Total 7261 2049 4582

2.3. Methods

To process the SAR scenes, four steps are applied, summarized in a flowchart (Figure 2)
and explained in the following sections.

2.3.1. Wind Speed Retrieval from SAR

The SAR observables are related to the local near-surface wind speed through a
GMF [35–37]. Here, we use CMOD5.N [35] to retrieve the equivalent neutral wind speed at
10 m from the radar backscatter, the radar incident angle, and the wind direction relative to
the antenna look direction. Equation (1) shows the general empirical relationship between
these parameters:

σ0 = CMOD(c, v,∅, θ) = B0(c0, v, θ)[1 + B1(c1, v, θ) cos∅+ B2(c2, v, θ) cos(2∅)]p (1)

where σ0 is the normalized radar cross section (NRCS), v is the 10 m equivalent neutral
wind speed , ∅ is the angle between the wind direction and the azimuth look angle of
the SAR (both measured from the north), and θ is the radar incidence angle. The other
coefficients ci shape the terms Bi, and p is a constant with a value of 1.6 [35].

Wind retrieval processing from SAR images requires inversion of the GMF to calculate
the wind speed. Auxiliary information of wind direction from other sources, e.g., a nu-
merical weather prediction model, is necessary to address ambiguities. In recent decades,
with the advent of satellite remote sensing, the validation of GMFs and SAR wind retrieval
has improved.

The SAR operational products system (SAROPS) is a set of software and protocols used
to convert SAR scenes into wind maps using any GMF [38]. SAROPS has been developed at
the Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins University and the National Ocean and
Atmospheric Agency in the United States. To retrieve wind speeds from SAR observations,
input wind directions are taken from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis until 2010
and from the Global Forecasting System from 2011 onward at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ or 0.25◦ × 0.25◦

latitude–longitude sampling to initiate wind speed retrievals. SAROPS comes with masks
to eliminate areas covered by land or sea ice. The original SAR data are averaged to 500-m
grid cells prior to wind retrieval processing.
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for each site.

2.3.2. Extraction of Wind Speeds

To investigate the impact of OWF commissioning on the wind speeds, we extract
wind speeds and directions along transect lines on four sides of each OWF. These lines
are located 1–2 km away from the edges of OWFs and clusters except for the west side of
Hornsea Project One. Due to construction of phase two on the west of the OWF, we place
the transect lines about 5 km away from the west side to avoid crossing the construction
sites. Transect lines enclose the entire area of the OWFs and clusters. Furthermore, extra
marginal areas around OWFs and clusters are also enclosed by transect lines to study the
airflow variation in these areas. The distances between the transect lines depend mainly on
the dimensions of the OWFs and clusters and range from 18 to 55 km. Each transect line
consists of 15 uniformly distributed points, called transect points, which are labeled from
P1 to P15 and ascend from south to north for west and east transect lines and from west
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to east for north and south transect lines. Each transect point represents the average of a
rectangular bin of the following dimensions: 3.2 km perpendicular to the transect direction
and 2.5 km parallel to the transect direction. Figure 3 depicts the selected OWFs and clusters
in this study and gives more details about transect lines, transect points, wind turbine
coordinates, and wind roses at the transect point P7 on the west of the OWFs and clusters.
The prevailing wind direction is from west or southwest for all sites, sometimes coming
from the easterly wind sectors, and rarely from the north at eight sites. Accordingly, the
northern wind sectors are not considered in the study due to a low number of SAR scenes.
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Figure 3. Selected OWFs and clusters: (a) Anholt, (b) Horns Rev 2 and 3, (c) Butendiek, (d) Amrum-
bank West, Nordesee Ost, and Meerwind Süd/Ost, (e) East Anglia One, (f) Global Tech 1, Albatros,
and Hohe See, (g) Greater Gabbard and Galloper, and (h) Hornsea Project One. The blue lines are
the transect lines around the OWFs and clusters, and the green points are the transect points and
distributed uniformly along the transect lines. The red points are the positions of wind turbines, and
the wind roses represent the wind direction taken from all available scenes at the transect point P7 at
the west transect line.

Before calculating the mean wind speeds of rectangular bins of transect lines, our set
of SAR scenes in Table 1 is filtered according to the following criteria:

• The wind speed is between the cut-in (4 m/s) and cut-out (25 m/s) wind speed of the
wind turbines to ensure that the turbines are in operation.

• The wind direction is from the easterly (45–135◦), westerly (225–315◦), and southerly
(135–225◦) sectors. Wide sector angles are considered to increase the number of
samples for each case.

• The SAR wind maps fully cover the transect lines.
• Manual inspection is performed of the anomalous wind maps that have high or

low wind speed to be sure that these scenes do not have any evidence of non-wind
phenomena, such as processing artifacts and rain contamination.

To eliminate the effects of hard targets in the SAR images (e.g., reflection from ships)
or other phenomena, such as oil spills in seas, we set a threshold value of 0.001–2 dB for
SAR-normalized NRCS to skip the anomalous pixels from the analysis. To make sure that a
significant number of pixels represent the wind speeds at each transect point, the ratio of
dropped pixels to the original number of pixels inside a rectangular bin should not exceed
0.5. Otherwise, the scene is left out of the calculation.

The available number of SAR scenes corresponding to each wind sector are listed in
Table 3. The ratios between the number of scenes after commissioning and the number
of scenes before commissioning are given as well. These ratios were low for some OWFs
because they were in service for a few years only. Therefore, we have fewer acquisitions
after their commissioning compared with the period before the commissioning. About
8700 scenes in total passed our criteria.
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Table 3. Westerly, easterly, and southerly classified SAR wind maps for the periods before and after
commissioning of the selected OWFs and clusters.

Westerly Easterly Southerly
OWF/Cluster Before After Ratio (%) Before After Ratio (%) Before After Ratio (%)

Anholt 363 343 94.4 188 178 94.7 262 178 67.9
Horns Rev cluster 82 113 137.8 68 39 57.3 68 39 57.3

Butendiek 368 430 116.8 197 180 91.4 239 233 97.5
Nordsee cluster 320 196 61.25 148 84 56.7 203 165 81.3
East Anglia One 473 32 6.76 215 18 8.3 368 47 12.8

Global Tech cluster 574 76 13.2 250 43 17.2 348 68 19.5
Greater Gabbard and Galloper 212 39 18.4 99 42 42.4 193 39 20.2

Hornsea Project One 393 44 11.20 153 14 9.15 279 25 9.0
Total 2785 1273 1318 598 1960 794

2.3.3. Mean Wind Speed Calculation

We calculate the mean wind speed (U) for each transect point before and after com-
missioning of the OWFs and clusters for the classified SAR scenes based on wind sector
values in Section 2.3.2. As a result, each transect point has two mean speed values, one for
before and one for after the commissioning of the OWFs and clusters.

2.3.4. Velocity Deficit Calculation

The periods before and after wind farm commissioning might be subjected to differ-
ences in the overall mean wind climate. To consider such differences, we normalize the
SAR wind speeds extracted downstream of the OWFs and clusters with SAR wind speeds
extracted upstream of the OWFs, and clusters during the same period by calculating the
percentile of the velocity deficit (∆U). ∆U is formulated mathematically as:

∆U
U upstream,Pi −U downstream,Pi

U upstream,Pi
× 100 (2)

where U upstream,Pi is the mean wind speed (m/s) at the transect point Pi on the upstream
side and U downstream,Pi is the mean wind speed (m/s) at the corresponding transect point
Pi on the downstream side. A positive ∆U indicates an area with a reduced wind speed,
e.g., caused by wake or HCWSG effects on the downstream side of the OWF.

2.3.5. Horizontal Coastal Wind Speed Gradient Calculation

Most of the selected OWFs in this study are located within the coastal zones and
are less than 50 km from the coastline. Subsequently, a number of issues arise due to (I)
the surface discontinuity at the coastline, (II) the influence of onshore topography, and
(III) thermal gradients [20]. Wind speed variations caused by these phenomena may lead
to overestimation or underestimation of the magnitude of wind wakes. To differentiate
between the effects of HCWSGs and the effect of wind farm wakes, we use the SAR wind
maps to compute the average normalized velocity deficit before OWFs commissioning.
We then subtract this gradient from the velocity deficits after the commissioning of OWFs
as follows:

∆UPi,OWF = ∆UPi,a f ter − ∆UPi,be f ore (3)

where ∆UPi, OWF is the normalized velocity deficit at the transect point Pi due to the
commissioning of the OWF and without gradients effects, ∆UPi,a f ter is the velocity deficit
after commissioning, and ∆UPi,be f ore is the velocity deficit before commissioning of the
OWF at the same transect point. ∆UPi,be f ore is computed for all transect points based on
Equation (2). The last term indicates the effects of HCWSGs on wind speed variations.
HCWSGs can lead to an increase or decrease in the wind speed. Whereas offshore winds
blow from the land toward the sea and onshore winds blow from the sea toward the land,
both wind variations relate to the onshore distance.
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2.3.6. Wind Power Variation along the Centerline of the Nordsee Cluster

For the Nordsee cluster, we calculate the wind power density along the centerline
extending about 60 km to the west and east side of the cluster (see Figure 3d). The mean
wind power density (Emean) is computed based on the following equation for all points
along the line:

Emean =
1
2
× ρ× u3

mean (4)

where ρ is the density of air (1.255 kg/m3) and u3
mean is the mean of the cubed velocity

series (m/s) at the blue points along the centerline in Figure 3d. The calculation has been
performed only on the scenes from the period after OWF commissioning and for westerly
and easterly wind sectors only.

3. Results

In this section, we present sector-wise wind speeds, velocity deficits upstream vs.
downstream and before vs. after commissioning of the eight sites (three clusters and
five OWFs), and the variation in HCWSGs before the commissioning of OWFs. We show
that HCWSGs near the coast can have a significant impact on the wind speeds for the
near-coastal OWFs, and we correct for such gradients. The Nordsee cluster is taken as
an example to show the wind power variation upstream and downstream of a cluster.
Finally, we demonstrate how the size of OWFs in terms of the capacity is correlated with
the maximum velocity deficits downstream of the OWFs.

3.1. Mean Wind Speed and Velocity Deficit: Westerly Winds

Figure 4 shows variations in the mean wind speed when the wind blows from westerly
directions. Three clusters (Global Tech, Nordsee, and Horns Rev) and the Butendiek OWF
are then exposed to winds from the open ocean, whereas the other four (Hornsea Project
One, East Anglia One, Greater Gabbard and Galloper, and Anholt) are exposed to winds
coming from the land. The blue curves represent the ‘background’ wind conditions before
the OWFs were commissioned. We find a reduction in the wind speeds as the wind
approaches the coastlines (Figure 4b–d) and an increase in the wind speeds as the winds
blow from the land to sea (Figure 4a,e–h). Once the OWFs are operating (green curves),
we can detect a clear reduction in the wind speeds on the downstream side of most of the
sites, except for Anholt and Greater Gabbard and Galloper. This reduction is on the order
of 0.5 m/s for the transect points directly downstream of the OWFs, and we anticipate that
it is caused by the wind turbines.

Figure 4 also shows that the mean wind conditions before and after the OWF com-
missioning can be different. If the mean wind climate was consistent for the two periods,
the solid blue and green curves would overlap, but this is not the case. The plots show
differences of up to ±1 m/s.

For many OWFs and clusters, it is easy to identify the potential areas of wind wakes
based on the differences between upstream and downstream speed values. Nevertheless,
as the OWFs are close to the coast at Anholt and the Greater Gabbard and Galloper site
(Figure 4a,g), the areas of wind wakes are not obvious. Apparently, the shore distance
controls, to a certain extent, the appearance of wind wakes.

Figure 5 shows the magnitude of velocity deficits for each site (i.e., the difference
between ∆UUpstream, Pi − ∆UDownstream, Pi of the OWFs and clusters before and after the
commissioning). The blue curves illustrate the conditions before the OWFs were commis-
sioned and should, ideally, remain close to 0% but due to the HCWSGs, they deviate from
this value. The green curves show velocity deficits after the OWFs were commissioned.
Positive values indicate a reduction in the wind speeds, and we observe this for all the
OWFs except at Greater Gabbard and Galloper. When the positive or negative values of
the background HCWSGs are subtracted from the velocity deficits, a consistent pattern
emerges with velocity deficits directly downstream of every OWF. This deficit ranges from
1% at Greater Gabbard and Galloper to 8% for Global Tech 1. Toward the end points of the
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transect lines, the magnitudes of velocity deficits are smaller or even negative, which means
that the wind speeds increased at the edges of most OWFs and clusters (Figure 5a–d,f,g).
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Figure 4. Mean wind speed (U) for westerly winds over the OWFs and clusters. The blue and green
curves refer to periods before and after OWF commissioning, respectively. Solid lines represent the
upstream side and the dashed lines the downstream side of the OWFs. The red-labeled transect
points are those located directly upstream/downstream of the wind turbines (see also Figure 3).
(a) Anholt; (b) Horns Rev cluster; (c) Butendiek; (d) Nordsee cluster; (e) East Anglia One; (f) Global
Tech cluster; (g) Greater Gabbard & Galloper; (h) Hornsea Project One.
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Figure 5. Velocity deficit (∆U) for westerly winds over the OWFs and clusters. The blue and green
curves refer to periods before and after OWF commissioning, respectively. The red dotted line shows
the ∆Us once a correction for HCWSGs has been applied (i.e., subtraction of the blue curve from the
green). (a) Anholt; (b) Horns Rev cluster; (c) Butendiek; (d) Nordsee cluster; (e) East Anglia One;
(f) Global Tech cluster; (g) Greater Gabbard & Galloper; (h) Hornsea Project One.
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3.2. Mean Wind Speed and Velocity Deficit: Easterly Winds

Figure 6 shows the wind speed variation for easterly wind directions. Now, the
Horns Rev and Nordsee cluster and Butendiek are exposed to winds coming from the land
whereas Anholt, Hornsea Project One, East Anglia One, the Global Tech cluster, and Greater
Gabbard and Galloper are exposed to winds from the open ocean. We see a gradient in the
background wind speed before OWF commissioning (blue curves) for all the OWFs, but this
gradient is most pronounced for Horns Rev, Butendiek, the Nordesee cluster, and Hornsea
Project One (Figure 6b–d,h). As for the westerly wind sectors, we find that the undisturbed
upstream wind speed is different for the periods before and after OWF commissioning. The
largest differences, exceeding 1 m/s, are seen for the newer OWFs, where a relatively low
number of satellite samples exist after the commissioning (see Table 3 and Figure 6e–g).
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Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Mean wind speed (U) for easterly winds over the OWFs and clusters. See Figure 4 for the
line definitions. (a) Anholt; (b) Horns Rev cluster; (c) Butendiek; (d) Nordsee cluster; (e) East Anglia
One; (f) Global Tech cluster; (g) Greater Gabbard & Galloper; (h) Hornsea Project One.

For the easterly wind sectors, we see reduced wind speeds downstream of Anholt,
Butendiek, the Nordsee cluster and Greater Gabbard and Galloper, and Hornsea Project
One (Figure 6a,c,d,g,h), which we assume to be caused by wind farm wake effects. The
effect is less pronounced than for the westerly wind sectors. Once we calculate the velocity
deficits, i.e., the difference between upstream and downstream wind speeds and account
for the effect of HCWSGs, a clear pattern emerges, showing a velocity deficit for all OWFs
and clusters, as illustrated in Figure 7. The deficit ranges from 2% at East Anglia One to
almost 10% at Hornsea Project One, but it is also negative for some points along the transect
lines (Figure 7b,d–f).
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Figure 7. Velocity deficit (∆U) for easterly winds over the OWFs and clusters. See Figure 5 for the
definitions of lines. (a) Anholt; (b) Horns Rev cluster; (c) Butendiek; (d) Nordsee cluster; (e) East
Anglia One; (f) Global Tech cluster; (g) Greater Gabbard & Galloper; (h) Hornsea Project One.

3.3. Mean Wind Speed and Velocity Deficit: Southerly Winds

When winds are coming from southerly directions, all the eight sites are exposed
to winds from the land but the fetch is variable. The blue curves in Figure 8 indicate
that the HCWSGs before sites’ commissioning dates are always smaller than 0.5 m/s,
whereas larger gradients are found for the westerly and easterly wind sectors for some of
the OWFs. Again, we find significant changes in the wind speeds for the periods before
and after commissioning, especially at Horns Rev, Butendiek, and Greater Gabbard and
Galloper (Figure 8b,c,g). The green curves show that the wind speed is lower after OWF
commissioning for all the OWFs except the Horns Rev cluster and Hornsea Project One
(Figure 8b,h).
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Figure 8. Mean wind speed (U) for southerly winds over the OWFs and clusters. See Figure 4
for the line definitions. Note that the figure axes are different than for the corresponding plots for
westerly and easterly winds as we have chosen to match the layout of transects in Figure 3. (a) Anholt;
(b) Horns Rev cluster; (c) Butendiek; (d) Nordsee cluster; (e) East Anglia One; (f) Global Tech cluster;
(g) Greater Gabbard & Galloper; (h) Hornsea Project One.

The velocity deficit is most pronounced directly downstream of the OWFs and clusters.
Because of the large sector angles (90) considered in the SAR wind maps classification,
velocity deficits are detected for the transect points located at an angle from the center of
the OWFs. So, evidence of wake effects is found beyond the actual dimension of the OWFs
and clusters.

Figure 9 shows velocity deficits for the southerly wind sector. After correcting for
HCWSGs, we find a deficit downstream of the four OWFs (East Anglia One, Greater
Gabbard, Butendiek, and Amrumbank West). The other four OWFs show fluctuating
curves, changing between positive and negative velocity deficits.
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Figure 9. Velocity deficit (∆U) for southerly winds over the OWFs and clusters. See Figure 5 for
the definitions of lines. Note that the figure axes are different than for the corresponding plots for
westerly and easterly winds as we have chosen to match the layout of transects in Figure 3. (a) Anholt;
(b) Horns Rev cluster; (c) Butendiek; (d) Nordsee cluster; (e) East Anglia One; (f) Global Tech cluster;
(g) Greater Gabbard & Galloper; (h) Hornsea Project One.
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3.4. Horizontal Coastal Wind Speed Gradient Variation before OWFs

HCWSGs can lead to increased or decreased wind speeds along the dimension of
OWFs. The positive and negative values refer to decreased or increased wind speed,
respectively. The westerly and easterly winds are classified into onshore and offshore
winds in Figure 10b,c, based on the wind direction with respect to land and ocean. The
southerly winds are offshore winds with variable fetch. As shown in Figure 10, the offshore
winds increased for all sites except for Hornsea Project One (it is the OWF furthest from
the coast in this study). However, the onshore winds decreased in the Horns Rev cluster,
Butendiek, and Hornsea Project One and increased in Anholt, East Anglia One, and the
Global Tech cluster and increased slightly in the Nordsee cluster.
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Figure 10. Velocity deficit (∆U) variation for (a) all wind sectors at the investigated sites, (b) offshore,
and (c) onshore winds. Only westerly and easterly wind sectors are considered to be offshore and
onshore winds.

3.5. The Nordsee Cluster

To visualize the spatial variability of velocity deficits, two velocity deficit maps are
shown in Figure 11 for the Nordsee cluster, with westerly and easterly winds. As shown
in Figures 5d and 7d, at the transect point P10, there was a drop in the velocity deficit
for both westerly and easterly winds. The upstream mean wind speed values for both
westerly and easterly wind cases are taken as the average of velocity inside the drawn
rectangles in front of the cluster. For westerly winds, the highest values of velocity deficits
are directly downstream of the Amrumbank West and Nordsee Ost OWFs. Between the
two OWFs is the pre-construction site for the future Kaskasi OWF, which is currently
turbine-free. Therefore, we see a lower velocity deficit near the transect point P10 compared
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with adjacent transect points. Similarly for the easterly wind sector, the highest deficits are
found directly behind the two existing OWFs. This example illustrates that mean velocity
deficits exceeding 3% can be detected up to 21 km downstream of large OWFs. Although
the number of SAR scenes used to generate Figure 11b is two times more than in Figure 11a,
the velocity deficit area (with ∆U > 3%) is bigger for easterly than for westerly winds.
Subsequently, the wind power variation is larger for the easterly rather than the westerly
wind sector, as shown in Section 3.6. The mean wind speed of easterly winds was about
0.8 m/s slower than for westerly wind directions (see Figures 4d and 6d).
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Figure 11. Map of the velocity deficit (∆U) around the Nordsee cluster calculated from the SAR wind
maps in Table 3 for (a) easterly winds and (b) westerly winds at 10 m m.s.l. The contour lines show
the area where the ∆U exceeds 3%. The dashed rectangle shows the area used for calculating the
upstream wind velocity.

3.6. Wind Power Variation along the Centerline of the Nordsee Cluster

Figure 12 reveals the variations in wind speeds and wind power densities along the
centerline going through the Nordsee cluster. As the winds approach the cluster, there is
a steep reduction in power density and the maximum loss is at points close to the cluster
(within 5 km from the outer edge of the cluster). As the winds pass the OWF, the energy
density reduces and remains so for 10–20 km downstream. Afterward, the mean wind
power density (Emean) increases. The reduction in Emean on the upstream and downstream
sides of the OWF may refer to the blockage effects of the cluster and the wind wakes of
turbines, respectively [39].
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Figure 12. (a,b) Mean wind speed (U) variation along the centerline of the Nordsee cluster for
westerly and easterly winds at 10 m above m.s.l., respectively. (c,d) Mean wind power density (Emean)

variation (watt/m2) along the centerline of the Nordsee cluster for westerly and easterly winds,
respectively. The black solid rectangle refers to the position of the cluster, and the + and − signs refer
to the right and left of the cluster.

3.7. Impact of the OWF and Cluster Capacity

To investigate the relation between the velocity deficit at transect lines and the capacity
of the OWFs and clusters, we show the maximum velocity deficits for each wind sector
in Table 4. The velocity deficit depends mainly on the magnitude of wind speeds and
not on the wind direction. Therefore, we average the maximum velocity deficits for all
directional sectors.
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Table 4. Maximum velocity deficit (∆U) detected within the first 5 km downstream of the OWFs
and clusters.

OWFs/Cluster ∆U (%) Westerly ∆U (%) Easterly ∆U (%) Southerly Average ∆U (%)

Anholt 2 5.8 2.5 3.4
Horns Rev cluster 6.8 4 4 4.9

Butendiek 4 5 2.5 3.8
Nordsee cluster 3 6.8 7.5 5.8
East Anglia One 7 4 8 6.3

Global Tech cluster 8.2 5 4 5.7
Greater Gabbard and Galloper 2 9.5 10 7.17

Hornsea Project One 7 10.2 5 7.40

Figure 13 reveals how the OWF and the cluster capacities are proportional with the
average maximum velocity deficit. As the capacity increases, the velocity deficit increases
as well. The best fit line equation for the observations is shown with R2 = 0.67.
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4. Discussion

In this study, we have exploited the abundance of SAR data, which is free and open-
access for researchers and the industry, to analyze the impact of eight installed OWFs and
clusters on the wind speed variation. We have used transects and gridded maps to extract
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wind speeds from an area of interest around each OWF and cluster. Previous studies have
used the transect principle to extract the wind speed and directions in order to quantify
wind wakes downstream of OWFs and clusters [5,25,26,40].

4.1. Wind Conditions before OWFs Are Commissioned

Before OWFs and clusters are commissioned, we should in principle see that wind con-
ditions are similar for the upstream and downstream sides of the yet-to-be-commissioned
OWFs. However, the wind speeds extracted upstream and downstream can be different
because of HCWSGs. HCWSGs can lead to an increase/decrease in the upstream and
downstream wind speed on the order of 4% for offshore and onshore winds, which may be
larger than the wake-induced velocity deficit. The computed natural wind speed gradients
in Figure 10 show the large spatial wind variation within the coastal area. This fits well
with Hasager’s outcome in [17]. Therefore, we have chosen to correct for the background
wind speed gradient before computing turbine-induced velocity deficits.

4.2. Wind Conditions after OWFs Are Commissioned

Based on the transect analysis, we can detect a velocity deficit downstream of the
OWFs and clusters in 22 out of 24 situations investigated (eight sites and three directional
sectors). A positive velocity deficit indicates that the wind speed is reduced with respect
to the wind speed on the upstream side of each OWF and cluster. The magnitude of the
velocity deficits varies a lot (1 to 10%) for the different sites and wind directions. It is
important to keep in mind that the velocity deficits are obtained 10 m above the sea surface.
Presumably, the deficits are much larger at the heights of the turbine hub and rotor plane.
Because we have analyzed 90◦ wide directional sectors, the maximum velocity deficit
is sometimes displaced and does not necessarily coincide with the area immediately to
the east, west, or north of the wind turbines. Two sets of results do not fit well with our
expectations: For westerly winds around Greater Gabbard and Galloper (Figure 5g) and
for southerly winds around the Hornsea Project One (Figure 9h), we cannot detect any
velocity deficit along the transects located downstream of the wind turbines. Results for
the Anholt site presented by Ahsbahs et al. [5] fit well with our results. However, in this
study, we consider longer periods and we use a wider range of wind directions compared
to previous works.

4.3. Temporal Wind Speed Variations

Wind speeds extracted on the upstream side of each wind farm should, in principle,
show similar wind speed values before and after OWF commissioning. However, in most
investigated cases here, we find differences larger than 0.5 m/s. It is possible that the
actual wind speed is different for the periods analyzed here (i.e., before and after OWF
commissioning). The wind climate in the northern European seas normally shows annual
variabilities on the order of ±5% [41]. Another possible reason for the differences could be
the unbalanced number of SAR scenes before and after commissioning of the OWFs and
clusters (as shown in Table 3). Lastly, Badger et al. [11] showed that early SAR observations
from Envisat have calibration issues, which could impact the calculated velocity deficits for
the period 2002–2012.

In addition to the annual wind speed variation, there is seasonal wind speed variability
in the northern European seas [41]. This seasonality may impact our results as follows:
Wind speed retrieval based on the GMF CMOD5.N assumes neutral atmospheric conditions,
but Pena et al. [42] showed that the area is on average prone to slightly unstable conditions,
which may lead to an underestimation of the retrieved wind speeds. Unstable conditions are
mostly seen during autumn and winter, when the wind climate is governed by atmospheric
fronts and moderate to high wind speeds. Stable conditions are more pronounced in the
springtime and with low wind speeds, and they can lead to overestimation of instantaneous
wind speed retrievals. As shown in Figure 3, the prevailing and dominant wind directions
are from the westerly and south-westerly sectors for all eight sites, so our dataset could
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be biased toward unstable atmospheric conditions. However, since we are dealing with
relative differences in the wind speed (upstream vs. downstream and before vs. after
commissioning), this should not have any major impact on our findings.

Atmospheric stability can also impact the magnitude and spatial extent on wind
turbine wakes. Typically, wakes persist for longer periods during stable conditions as
the degree of atmospheric mixing is low [43,44]. Good examples of where this is seen in
SAR imagery are available in the literature (e.g., [31,45]). A bias in the satellite sampling
between seasons (or diurnally) could have a direct impact on the average of velocity deficits
we have estimated. Further investigation is necessary to fully determine the effects of
atmospheric stability.

4.4. Effects of the Wind Farm Size and Layout

For the Nordsee cluster, we have demonstrated how gridded maps can help visualize
and understand the wind farm effects on the mean wind climate in the area surrounding
the OWFs (Figure 11). We can use such maps to locate the maximum velocity deficit on the
downstream side of the cluster. The Nordsee cluster is particularly interesting because it
includes a preconstruction site for the future Kaskasi OWF, which is currently turbine-free.
In the future, we will be able to see how the closing of this gap with new turbines will
impact the wind climate in the area. This example illustrates the reason for variation in
velocity deficit along the transect line. A similar turbine-free area is Greater Gabbard and
Galloper (see Figure 3g); this causes a precipitous decline in the velocity deficit at transect
points in front of the turbine-free area (see Figures 5g and 7g).

Based on wind speeds and velocity deficits extracted from our set of SAR wind maps,
we have established a relationship between the total capacity of OWFs or clusters and the
average maximum velocity deficits of westerly, easterly, and southerly winds. The linear
relation may not be the best suited to describe the maximum velocity deficit vs. capacity
given that the wind power density is proportional to the wind speed cubed. However, it
gives the clear impression that larger OWFs generate the most pronounced velocity deficits
in the surrounding areas. Other characteristics of OWFs should be considered as well, in
order to improve the model. For example, the turbine size, the density of wind turbines,
and their layout with respect to the wind direction can be expected to influence the wind
farm wakes we can detect with SAR. Hornsea Project One is the biggest OWF in the study,
and its layout extends more horizontally than vertically (Figure 3h). The velocity deficits for
westerly and easterly winds are higher than for southerly winds. Subsequently, Figure 9h
does not show wind wakes in most of the transect points.

Because the wind power density is proportional to the wind speed cubed, velocity
deficits similar to the ones detected here have a direct impact on the wind power density
in an area. We have quantified this impact for the Nordsee cluster (Figure 12) along the
centerline of the cluster (Figure 3d). Here, we detect velocity deficits along the centerline up
to 2% downstream of the wind turbines and this is equivalent to energy losses up to 6.5%.
We also see a variation in the wind power density on the upstream side of the turbines
(Figure 12a). This might be caused by blockage effects of the cluster itself [39].

4.5. Future Perspectives

In addition to the wind-related effects discussed above, we would like to stress that
additional phenomena can affect the SAR wind retrieval accuracy and thus the results
presented here. High backscattering originating from man-made objects at sea (e.g., wind
turbines, ships, and oil refineries) are inevitably in the areas surrounding OWFs and
clusters. We have filtered out the most extreme values, but more advanced methods exist
for removing these bright targets. OWFs are typically constructed where the water depth is
shallow. Hence, the underwater bathymetry can cause a signal due to modulation of the
capillary and short-gravity waves that a C-band SAR system is sensitive to. Finally, ocean
waves and their effects are still ambiguous, especially since wave patterns can be complex
in the vicinity of wind turbine towers.
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In the future, we advocate the following improvements in our approach:

1. Replace the threshold of the NRCS to remove anomalous SAR backscatter values
caused by man-made objects with other sophisticated object detectors, such as a
constant false alarm ratio.

2. Account for the atmospheric stability conditions when SAR scenes are classified.
3. Validate wind speeds and velocity deficits retrieved from SAR at different sites using,

e.g., wind LiDAR, airborne observations, or turbine SCADA data.
4. Extrapolate our results up to the wind turbine hub height to make the findings more

suitable for offshore wind energy applications.

5. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated how wind speeds retrieved from SAR can be used to
quantify the impact of large OWFs on the wind climate in their surroundings. Most wind
power installations today are in coastal areas. Hence, they have a significant impact on
marine coastal environments. At the same time, strong HCWSGs are observed in coastal
areas, which makes it challenging to estimate the spatial and temporal wind speed changes
induced by the OWF. Thanks to the enormous archive of satellite SAR scenes available
from Envisat and Sentinel-1, we can map the wind conditions before and after a given
OWF is commissioned. For the first time, this has been used to perform systematic OWF
wake analyses over many sites. We find that a significant velocity deficit, along with an
associated potential power loss, occurs downstream of large OWFs. The velocity deficits
are proportional to the total OWF capacity. The use of SAR data for mapping of OWF wake
effects could be beneficial in the context of wind farm planning. For example, SAR wind
maps could indicate the wind speed recovery distance and help to determine the feasibility
of new wind farm projects in the vicinity of existing projects.
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Abbreviation
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
OWF Offshore Wind Farm
NRCS Normalized Radar Cross Section
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
CFD Computational Dynamics Models
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging
GMF Geophysical Model Function
VV Vertical Polarized
SAROPS SAR Operational Products System
CMOD5.N C-Band Model 5.N
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